Failing Schools See a Solution in Longer Day
by Diana Jean Schemo, The New York Times
Are longer school days the answer to schools that are failing? Read more . . .

For Teachers, Middle School Is Test of Wills
by Elissa Gootman, The New York Times
Middle school teachers faced unique challenges. Read more . . .

Parents, teachers, kids speak up on ed tech
by Justin Appel, Assistant Editor, eSchool News
A recent “Speak Up” survey conducted by Project Tomorrow, a national nonprofit organization, finds technology is underused in schools. Read more . . .

States seek laws to curb eBullying
ESchool News staff and wire service reports 2007
Is legislation necessary to stop cyber bullying? Several states are considering bills that would outlaw the practice. Read more . . .

Recalculating K–12 Math
ESchool News staff and wire service reports 2007
In this eSchool special report, the U.S. Department of Education’s National Mathematics Advisory Panel discusses the effectiveness of various approaches to teaching mathematics. Read more . . .

Student-created site helps learners master vocabulary
ESchool News staff and wire service reports 2007
A student from San Francisco Bay Area has created a free, web-based vocabulary tool to assist fellow students. Read more . . .

An Interview with Brock and Fernette Eide: The Mislabeled Child
by Michael F. Shaughnessy, Senior Columnist, EdNews.org

Remarks of Secretary Spellings at the Celebration of Teaching and Learning Conference
U.S. Department of Education 2007
Read Secretary of Education Margaret Spellings’ remarks delivered at the annual Celebration of Teaching and Learning conference in New York. Read more . . .

Venerable finance game abandons cash for credit
by Kathy M. Kristof, The Los Angeles Times
The “Game of Life” goes plastic! Read more . . .

Educator Community and Elementary Student Performance
By Dan Laitoch, Research Brief, ASCD
http://www.ascd.org/portal/site/ascd/menuitem.a074776fee6febee8e8d1b21109d3108a0c/
Then, click: “staff teamwork”
Read about the link between staff teamwork and student achievement. Read more . . .
Currently, schools are said to be failing if rated inadequate by Ofsted and missing government benchmarks on results and pupil progress, but new yardsticks are to be consulted on in the near future. What are academies? She told the BBC it currently took 13 months on average to turn a school into an academy, and “a day spent in a failing school is a day too long when a child’s education is at stake”. “It is very depressing to see the government’s partisan and divisive education policy continuing into this Parliament.” Academy chain leaders welcomed the plan. “In many cases academisation may be the best solution. However, in itself it is not a magic wand.”
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